




SFERRA crafts the luxury of the everyday,  
weaving beautiful textiles that touch every  

aspect of our lives, for every room of
the home.



SFERRA is a renowned luxury home 
lifestyle brand sourcing premier natural 
fibers and other raw materials from the 

foremost global resources, spinning them
into the very finest of yarns, and weaving 
them into the most sumptuous bed linens 

in the world.

Our expertise in transforming technical 
knowledge into beautiful high-

performance textiles makes us the leader 
in the market and the perfect linens 

partner for luxury hotel properties, airlines,
restaurants, spas, cruise ships, private 
yachts, estate managers, and private 

residences.







QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP
Impeccable Italian Tailoring

Expert Italian craftsmanship and  
exquisite attention to detail are the stock in

trade of our 130-year+ tradition of  
luxe linens.

They were born from the intricacies of  
producing handmade lace and fine  

embroideries over the course of more than  
a century. Today, we’re known as the  
innovative leaders in luxury linens.

For instance, it took more than two years of  
research and development to break the  
1,000 thread count barrier—we were the  

very first to do so, effectively “…Turning the  
industry on its head” ~ Departures, 2006.

We marry masterful workmanship with  
state-of-the-art technology and global  
resources to create the most ground-
breaking collections of bed, bath, and  

table linens in the industry.



SFERRA was the first to recognize  
the high-performance attributes

of  Giza 45 Egyptian cotton, used  
primarily for luxury menswear  

shirting before we debuted our  
world-exclusive bed linens  

collection SFERRA Giza 45 in 
2008 to critical and  consumer 

acclaim alike.

“…For the best of the best,  
Sferra’s Giza 45 Sateen sheets are  
superior to ever other sheet I’ve  

ever tried. Ever.”
~ Jackie Reeve, Sheet Reviewer

Wirecutter, 2018.

SFERRA GIZA 45
Developing the Never-Before-Seen



A DESIGNER  
COLOR PALETTE

101 Colors of Table Linen

SFERRA is the first and only  
linens leader to offer stock in  
101 Colors of fine, European  

hemstitched table linens.

Nearly every month, they are  
featured in an editorial story in  

a luxury home magazine.

And we can count many in  
society’s smart set amongst our  

avid table linens fans.



CUSTOMIZATION 
SERVICES

From a stately satin stitch 
monogram to fully custom 
bedding, SFERRA Bespoke 
services help complete your 

design vision.



RETAIL & eCOMMERCE
SFERRA’s in-line retail distribution is through 800 specialty and department stores nationwide, and a flagship
ecommerce site at www.sferra.com. In 2018, we expanded our worldwide footprint by opening a shop in the
famed Harrods department store in London. In 2020, we opened our stand-alone SFERRA boutique in
Southampton, New York.

http://www.sferra.com/


SFERRA EDITORIAL PRESS CLIPS
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